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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Matthew sitting in her home office, speaking on camera for the entire 

length of the video.   

Matthew has dark hair and is wearing a blue and white collared shirt. 

Transcript 

Matthew Margey: 

In this video, I talk about the third stage of an SEO roadmap, which is your strategy and 

approach, this is really how you get there to achieve SEO success. 

[Upbeat music plays.  The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove.  Then 

the scene returns to Matthew speaking on camera.] 

So there's three key pillars. The first pillar is around your on-site optimization, around your 

content, which is what we call, your on-page SEO.  

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/TKGGkoxnb8b9puZbjuXr7q?


The second pillar is around your back linking strategy, your authority, which is what we call your 

off-page SEO.  

And then the last pillar is around your technical SEO around, you know, Google being able to 

crawl and index all your landing pages. 

So start with the on-page SEO this is what we really call about building the house, about 

building your website and ensuring that you have the right landing pages to rank for all the 

important keywords that you found from the audit from the second stage. You want to ensure 

that you align the keywords on your landing pages that are really important to your business, 

especially around the fundamentals of on-page. Around your metadata, such as your title tag, 

your meta description, not a ranking factor anymore, but still really important for click-throughs. 

Your heading structure, your content, content is king and ensuring that you have, you know, as 

much content as possible that provides a good user experience, your internal linking structure 

as well is really important too. 

And in the second pillar then it was what we're talking about around your back linking strategy 

where you want to focus on building high-quality links over quantity. 

So really understanding, you know the three key areas of back link in terms of um is it 

trustworthy? The back link, is it diverse as well so you're not getting all the same links from 

external websites, mixing it up in terms of gaining links from, you know, different partnerships, 

blogger outreach, different. There's still some very good, you know, forms and directories out 

there, government websites, education sites, sites that are going to provide a lot of authority 

back to your space. 

And then lastly what we're talking about around the technical performance. So in the second 

stage of the roadmap, you would have identified several different technical issues that you need 

to resolve. This is a really important component because if you have a really good on-page SEO 

and a really good off-page SEO, but your technical performance was really poor, then Google is 

going to have issues crawling and indexing your website and your website is going to suffer.  

 

 

 


